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1. Introduction 

The present paper  pursues the subject o f  removability of  singular sets for the 
boundary values of  holomorphic functions, which in the last years has been dis- 
cussed in several papers. We refer to a recent article by E. L. Stout [10] for a com- 
prehensive account and an ample list o f  references on this matter. 

The notions of  removability we shall be concerned with are as follows: 

Definition 1.I. Let D c c C  n, n->2, be an open domain and E c b D  a closed 
set, and assume that  b D \ E  is a connected real hypersurface of  class cgl in C " \ E .  
The set E is said to be removable (with respect to D) in case every continuous CR- 
function f on b D \ E  has a continuous extension FE (go (D\E)c~(9 (D). 

Definition 1.2. Let D c c C " ,  n=>2, be an open domain, with connected bound- 
ary bD of  class Cgl, and S c b D  an arbitrary set. The set S is said to be locally re- 
movable at a point  z in case there exists a compact  neighbourhood E of  z in S, 
co-connected in bD, which is removable according to Definition 1.1. 

The motivation of  this paper  has been to get some conditions for the removability 
of  sets of  Hausdorff  dimension <=2n-2,  and in particular to extend to general 

domains some results in this area which have already been obtained previously for 
C2-bounded pseudoconvex or strongly pseudoconvex domains, namely that  sets o f  
Hausdorff  ( 2 n -  3)-measure zero are removable (ef. [7]) and that (2n-3)-dimensional  
manifolds and (2n-2)-dimensional  generic CR-manifolds are locally removable 
(cf. [411). 

1 However the main result of [4] is another one, namely that, for n=2 and D C2-bounded 
and strongly pseudoeonvex, a totally real disc A c bD of class C 2 is removable. I have not been 
able to prove or disprove the extendability of this result to more general domains, 
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This is accomplished in Section 3 (Theorem 2 and its corollaries) and in Sec- 
tion 4 (Theorem 4). 

Firstly we consider, in Section 2, a refinement of  the notion of  rational con- 
vexity and prove a quite general removability theorem in this setting (Theorem 1), 
which is indeed the main result of  the paper and the base for the discussion of  Sec- 
tion 3. 

Moreover we show (Theorem 3) that every compact (2n-3)-dimensional  generic 
(R-manifold  o f  class C 2 is globally removable. 

Acknowledgments. I wish to thank Professor E. Lee Stout for several useful 
conversations on the subject of  removable singularities and Professor Telemachos 
Hatziafratis for informing me of  his recent results on the Cauchy--Fantappi6 ker- 
nels [1], without which I should not  have been able to carry out the p roof  of  Theo- 
rem 1. 

2. Rational (n-- 1)-convexity 

As is well-known, given a compact set K c C " ,  the set of  the points z~C" 
such that p(z )6p(K) ,  for every holomorphic polynomial function p:  C"-~C, is 
called the rational convex hull o f  K; moreover K is said to be rationally convex in 
case it coincides with its rational convex hull, which amounts to there being a family 
P of  polynomial functions such that 

C " \ K  = U ~ p  ( C n \ p  -1 (p(K))).  

Here we consider the following weaker notion of  convexity: 

Definition 2.1. A compact set K c c n  is called rationally (n-1)-convex in case 
there is a family ~ of  holomorphic polynomial mappings h : C"-~C "-1 such that 

c . \ x  = Uh . �9 

Thus for n = 2  rational (n-1)-convexi ty  is the same as ordinary rational con- 
vexity; however for n ~ 3  the former is indeed a weaker property than the latter. 
On the other hand for n_->3 rational (n-1)-convexi ty  seems to be a stronger prop- 
erty than convexity with respect to 1-dimensional varieties. ~ 

Rational (n-1)-convexi ty  is not sufficient for removability. As a matter of  
fact the set 

E =  {z~C"; Izal~+.. .+lz,  I ~ _<-2, Izx?+. . .+lz,_al~ = 1} 

A compact set KcC n is said to be convex with respect to k-dimensional varieties 
(1 ~-k~_n - 1) in case for every point zE Cn~K there is a k-dimensional closed analytic variety 
VcC'%K with z~ v (cf. [10]). 
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is compact and rationally (n-1)-convex,  but  is not  removable with respect to the 
domain 

O = (zEC"; I z l l Z + . . . + l z . I  ~ < 2, IZl l"§ e < I}, 

since the function f ( z l  . . . . .  z , )=z21 is holomorphic on b D \ E ,  but has no holo- 
morphic extension to D. 

However we are going to show that there is a quite large class of  rationally 
(n--1)-convex compact sets for which removability holds. 

Let us give the following definition: 

Definition 2.2. A rationally (n-1)-convex compact set K c C "  is said to be 
strongly co-connected in case it is possible to find a family J/g as in Definition 2.1 
in such a way that all the open se ts  Cn~h-l(h(g)), hco~ are connected. 

The adverb "strongly" is motivated from the fact that any rationally (1l-1)- 
convex compact set K is co-connected, since no affme algebraic variety of  dimension 

1 is compact. 
The following theorem is the basic result of  this paper. 

Theorem 1. Let D and E be as in Definition 1.1 and let E be rationally ( n - 1 ) -  
convex and strongly co-connected. Then E is removable. 

Proof. We shall use a method based on integral representations involving the 
Martinelli--Bochner kernel and certain suitable 0-primitives of  this kernel con- 
structed by Hatziafratis [1J. 

Basically this method is the same as in some earlier papers (cf. [1], [5]); there 
are however some significant technical differences, in particular the real-analyticity 
of  the coefficients of  the differential forms involved plays here an essential r61e. 

We will denote by (1 . . . .  , ~, the standard coordinates in C" and by co(. ,  z) 
the Martinelli--Bochner kernel relative to a point z~ C". We assume that the positive 
orientation of  C" is the one given by the form (i/2)" dff 1 ̂  d(1.., d(,  ^ d(, and that 
co(. ,  z) is normalized so that 

~,,f'B.(~) co ( ' '  z) = 1. 

We recall from [1] that, given a holomorphic mapping 

h = (hi . . . . .  h , - 0 :  C n ~ C ~-1, 

it is possible to construct a real-analytic (n, n - 2 ) - f o r m  Ph(' ,  Z) on C"N,h-a(h(z)) 
which is a 0-primitive o f  co(. ,  z), that is 

Or = co(. ,  z) on C"Nh-~(h(z)) .  
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In fact Ph( ", z) is explicitly written in [1] in terms of  a chosen matrix (hit) of  
holomorphic functions on c n •  such that, for every (~, z)EC"• 

hj(~)-hj(z) = ~ '7=1  hJ l(~' z)(~l--zt)' J ~- l ..... ?l--1. 

Giving here the explicit expression o f / t h ( ' ,  Z) is needless; we only point out 
that #h( ' ,  Z) depends in a real-analytic fashion also on the point-parameter z. 

That being stated, let us fix a family ~ of holomorphic polynomial mappings 
C"~C "-1 as in Definition 2.2, and for every hE~ ,  let #h( ' ,  z) be a 0-primitive 
of  c0(., z) of  the type mentioned above. 

Moreover let us fix a sequence {F~}s~ N of real hypersurfaces with boundary, 
connected and of  class ~1, such that 

rs c Fs +l~brs+ 1, VsEN, Us~N~=bD~E.  

For every sEN, let Es=bD\I] ,  so that {E~}scy is a decreasing sequenceof 
closed neighbourhoods of E in bD with 

~tnE~ = bl-,, VsEN; (-]sENE~= E. 

We are to prove that, given a continuous CR-functionfon bD\E,  there exists 
a function FE~~ with F[bo\g=f 

For every h E ~  and sEN we can define a complex-valued function F~ on 
(Cn\h-l(h(E~)))\bD by setting 

L 
F~ is real-analytic, since so are the coefficients of both (o(. ,  z) and #h( ", z) 

with respect to z; moreover for zE(C"\h-X(h(E~)))\bD one has, by Stokes' 
theorem, 

~,~+~(z) = F~(z)  

It follows that there is a real-analytic function F n defined on (Cn\h-X(h(E)))\bD 
which is the coherent union of  the F~'s for sEN. 

We shall prove the following facts: 
(i) Fh~O on (C"~h-X(h(E)))~D; 

(ii) Fh is holomorphic; 
(iii) For every hi, hzE~, FI, --=Fh, on 

[(C~',,,h{-a (h~ (E))) n (Cn\h~" 1 (h2 (E)))]~bD. 

In the present case, where f is  assumed to be merely continuous, the possibility of applying 
Stokes' theorem is not obvious. For this point we refer to [5, Proposition 1.9]. 
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Proof of(i). Let z be a point in C" \h- l (h( / ) ) ) .  Then zE(C'%h-l(h(Ex)))\D 
and hence 

F~(z) = F~X(z)= f r fo~(', z)-- fbr D,h(', z)- 

Moreover, since the singular set h-l(h(z)) of /xa(., z) does not meet Fa, 
Stokes' theorem applies (cf. the footnote 3) and gives: 

L, z)= & = L i<o(.,z), 
and it follows that Fh(z)=0. Therefore, as F h is real-analytic, it vanishes identically 
on the connected components of C'~h-~(h(E))~D which meet C"~h-l(h(D)).  
On the other hand, since C n \ E ,  bD\E, C'\h-l(h(E)) are all connected, one can 
readily see that so too is (C"\h-I(h(E)))\D, and (i) follows. 

Proof of (ii). We have to show that, for every point zE(C'%,h-l(h(E)))\bD, 
the Wirtinger derivatives 

OF,, 
c)2j ( z ) = 0 ,  j = 1 . . . .  ,n .  

&o 
Let us recall from [5] that the (n, n -  1)-form ~ ( . ,  z) obtained by performing 

0 
the derivative ~ of  each coefficient of  co(-, z) is 0c-exact in C ' \{z} ,  i.e. there 

is a (n, n -2) - form Kj( - ,  z) such that 

&o 
O2j ( ' '  z) = OeKj(., z) on C"\{z}. 

Moreover K i ( . ,  z) can be chosen so as to be real-analytic with respect to z. 
Then, if  we take sEN large enough so that zE(Cn\h-l(h(Es)))\bD, we get 

OI:h OF~ { 01~, ( . , )  
a --7 (z) = (z) = K , ( ,  z ) ,  

OF~ 
which shows - ~ s  to extend as a real-analytic function to the all of  C"\h-X(h(E)). 

aF~ 
It follows, since (i) holds and C"\h-~(h(E)) is connected, that -~-i - 0 .  

Proof of (iii). For every sE N and z(  [(C"\h~ -~ (h, (E,)))t~(C"~h2 -1  (h z (E,)))]\bD 
we have 

Fr ( z ) -  Fff, (z) = f~: f(/xh, ( . ,  z)-/Xh, ( . ,  Z)), 

which implies that Fh-F,, extends as a real-analytic function to all of  
(C"'Nk[X(h~(E)))n(C"\h;X(h~(E))). On account of (i), Fh-Fh,  is zero on 
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[(C"\hT~(hi(E)))c~(C"\h;l(hz(E)))]\D. On the other hand no connected com- 
ponents o f  (Cn\h?l(hl(E)))n(C'%.h;I(h~(E))) can be contained in D, for, if  
zED\(h;l(hx(E))uh~l(h2(E))), then h?l(hl(z))wh~a(h~(z)) is an affine algebraic 
variety of  dimension => 1, no component of  which can be contained in D. It follows 
that (iii) holds. 

Finally, let F denote the coherent union of  the Fh's for h E g .  Then F is a 
holomorphic function on C"\bD and is zero on C" \ /9 .  Arguing as in [5, Prop- 
osition 2.7] one can show that, for each z~ lim F(z)=f(z ~ as z approaches 
z ~ in D; which concludes the proof  of  Theorem 1. 

Q.e.d. 

Remarks. (1) Theorem 1 still holds, essentially with the same proof, if the 
assumption that E is rationally ( n -  1)-convex and strongly co-connected is replaced 
by the followi,tg weaker assumption: There exists a rationally (n-1)-convex and 
strongly co-connected compact set K such that KmD=E. (2) I f  K is a compact 
set of  C" and ~ is a connected Stein open set containing K, one can say that K is 
meromorphically (n-1)-convex and strongly co-connected in f2 just by a formal 
adaptation of  Definitions 2.1 and 2.2: namely the family o~f has to be made by 
holomorphic mappings h: O + C  " - t  such that 

I 2 \ K  = Uh~ ~r ( .Q\h-1 (h (K))), 

and each 12\h-l(h(K)) is connected. It is still possible to prove Theorem 1 under 
such a weaker assumption on E, provided D c 12. 

(2) For  n=2 ,  if  K is meromorphically (n-1)-convex and strongly co-con- 
nected in f2, then K is 0(f2)-convex. As a matter of  fact, i f  zEO\K, there is a 
hEd~(f2) such that h(z)~h(K) and f2\k-l(h(K)) is connected; hence h(f2)\h(K) 
is connected too, which implies, by the Runge theorem, that h(K) is r 
Then there is a gEr with Igoh(z)l>maxho o [gl=maxtclgohl, so that 

a\&. 
It follows that for n = 2  Theorem 1 is contained in the result of  [5]. On the 

contrary for n=>3 it seems to be a new result. 

3. Removable sets of  (2n-2) -measure  zero 

Throughout  this section we shall use the notations that A" denotes the a-dimen- 
sional Hausdorff measure in C" and that Epi (C", C "-1) denotes the set o f  all 
surjective C-linear mappings ~o: C " + C  "-1. Epi (C", C "-1) is in a natural way a 
complex manifold, biholomorphically equivalent to a Zariski open subset of  C c"-1)", 
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and such that the mapping 

k: Epi(C", C n - l )  ~ pn-1, k(q~) = kernel of ~p 

is holomorphic and open. 
The following theorem is the starting point for the discussion of this section. 

Theorem 2. Let D and E be as in Definition 1.1 and let E satisfy the following 
two conditions: 

(i) A~"-~(E) : 0 ;  
(ii) There is an open set U c E p i  (C ~, C n-l) such that cn-l \~p(E) is connected 

for almost every q9 E U. 
Then E is removable. 

Proof. We shall prove that, given any point zECn\E, there is a ~pEEpi (C", C n-l) 
such that zECn\q~-I(q~(E)) and C"\~p-l(~p(E)) is connected. Plainly this will 
imply that E is rationally (n-1)-convex and strongly co-connected, so that the 
thesis will follow at once from Theorem 1. 

Let A~ be the subset of p,-1 consisting of all the complex lines l of C" through 
the origin such that the parallel of l through z does not intersect E. By our assump- 
tion that A~--2(E)=0, a result proved in Shiffman [9] yields that P"- I \A~ has 
zero measure; moreover the compactness of  E implies that A~ is open. Therefore A~ 
is a dense open subset of 1 ~-1. 

It follows that also the subset k-~(A~) of Epi (C n, C n-l) is open and dense. 
Clearly k-~(A~) consists of all the ~oEEpi (C", C "-a) such that zEC'x,q~-~(q~(E)). 

Since k-~(A~) is open and dense, Uz=Unk-a(Az) is a non-empty open 
set, and the condition (ii) implies that C"-~\q~(E) is connected for almost every 

Finally, since C"\q~-~(~o(E)) is biholomorphically equivalent to C• 
we conclude that, for ~oE U,, C"\~o-l(~o(E)) is connected. 

Q.e.d. 
As a first consequence of  Theorem 2 we have: 

Corollary 1. Let D and E be as in Definition 1.1 and let E satisfy the condition 

A~"-S(E) = O. 
Then E is removable. 

Proof. All we have to show is that the condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is satisfied, 
since plainly so is the condition (i). 

As a matter of fact, for every ~oEEpi (C", C"-~), we have 

- -  o ,  
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which implies that ~p(E) has covering dimension =<2n-4; hence 9(E) cannot dis- 
connect C" 1 (cf. [2]). 

Q.e.d. 
The above result has been previously obtained in [7] under the additional 

assumptions that D is pseudoconvex and that bD is of  class ~2. 
Corollary 1 implies in particular the removability of  any compact real manifold 

of  class ~1 and dimension <=2n-4, for such a manifold has Hausdorff dimension 
< 2 n - 3 .  Hence we may state: 

Corollary 2. Let D and E be as in Definition 1.1 and let E = M  be a compact 
real manifold of  class ~1 and dimension <= 2 n - 4  (possibly with boundary and not 
necessarily connected). 

Then M is removable. 

On the contrary it is not true in general that a compact real manifold of  dimen- 
sion 2 n - 3  is removable. In fact, if  M=bDn{g=O}, where gE~g~ and 
D n { g = 0 } r  then M is not removable, since the CR-function f=g-l lbD\ ~ does 
not extend holomorphically to D. 

Nevertheless there are manifolds of  dimension 2 n - 3  which are removable. 
In particular for n = 2  every arc is removable (el. [10]) and for general n J6ricke [4] 
proved that, if  the domain D is %e2-bounded and strongly pseudoconvex, every 
(2n-3)-dimensional manifold of  class ~2 is locally removable (according to Defini- 
tion 1.2). 

As another consequence of  Theorem 2, we can readily prove the following 
result on the global removability of  (2n-3)-dimensional manifolds: 

Corollary 3. Let D and E be as in Definition 1.1 and let E = M  be a compact 
real manifoM with boundary of dirnension 2 n - 3  and of class Cgl embedded in C" (not 
necessarily connected). 

Assume that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) H2"-3(M, R)=0; 
(b) There is a ~o0EEpi (C", C "-1) such that ~O01M : M ~ C  "-1 is an embedding. 

Then M is removable. 

Proof Since q~0lM: M-*cn-1 is an embedding of  class C a and M is compact, 
it is possible to choose a small real number 6 > 0  such that the 6-neighbourhood of  
~P0l~ in the fine C 1 topology of  the space of  C 1 mappings of  M into C "-1 is made 
up by embeddings (cf. [8, pp. 29--33]). This means that, if  g: M ~ C  "-1 is any 
mapping of  class C 1 such that 

ilg(z)-q~o(Z)i I < 6, iidg(~)-d~oo(b)~,i -< O ii~il, 

for every zEM and ~ET~(M) with ~r  then g is an embedding. 
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It follows easily that there is an open neighbourhood U of  ~P0 in Epi (C", C n-l) 
such that, for every q~EU, ~PIM: M-~C"-~ is an embedding. 

Then, by the condition (a) we have, for every ~pE U, 

H2"-8(cp(M), R) : O, 

and consequently we infer, via the cohomology sequence with compact supports 

... ~ H~"-a(q~(M), R) - -  I-I~cn-2(cn-l~o(m), R) -~ --cU*"-2(e"-l,- , R) -- . . .  

that C" - I \~p(M)  is connected. 
It follows that M verifies the two conditions of  Theorem 2, and hence is re- 

movable. 
Q.e.d. 
Let us point out that Corollary 3 implies that the local removability of  real 

(2n-3)-dimensional  manifolds holds in greater generality than it has been proved 
in [4]. Indeed we have 

Corollary 4. Let D and S be as in Definition 1.2 and let S = M be a real maniJoM 
o f  dimension 2 n - 3  and of  class c~1 embedded in C" (not necessarily closed in C"). 

Then M is locally removable at every point. 

Proof. Let zEM and let T be the real (2n-3)-plane of  C" through the origin 
parallel to T~(M). Let l be a complex line of  C" through the origin such that l n T = 0 .  
Then, if  ~P0Ek-X(l), ~P01M is an immersion near z and therefore we can find a com- 
pact (2n-3)-dimensional  manifold M ' c M  containing z and satisfying the con- 
ditions of  Corollary 3. Since M '  is then removable, we conclude that M is locally 
removable at z. 

Q.e.d. 

4. Removability of generic CR-manifolds 

Let M be a real manifold of  class ~1 and of  dimension m embedded in C n, 
with m>=n. Let us recall that, given a point zEM, one defines the CR-dimension of  
M at z as follows : 

C R -  dimz (M) = dimc (T~(M) n JT~(M)). 

Thus m-n<=CR-dimz (M)<-[m/2]. I f  CR-dimz (M) attains at every point z E M  
the same value, then M is called a CR-manifold, and if this value is the minimum 
possible, i.e. m - n ,  M is called a generic CR-manifold (or, when m=n,  a totally 
real manifold). 

Here we shall be concerned with generic CR-manifolds of  dimensions m = 2 n - 3  
(hence n=>3) and m = 2 n - 2 ,  in which cases the CR-dimensions are n - 3  and 
n - 2  respectively. 
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The results of  this section relate to the removability of  such kind o f  manifolds 
and are independent of  the discussion of  the previous two sections. 

We shall prove two theorems, the first of  which is: 

Theorem 3. Let  n >-_ 3 and let D and E be as in Definition 1.1. Assume that E =  M 
is a compact non-bounded (2^-3)-dimensional generic CR-manifoM o f  class c~2 em- 
bedded in C n (not necessarily connected). 

Then M is removable. 

Proof. We shall apply the following result on removability, which is proved in 
[6] in a more general setting: Let D and E be as in Definition 1.1 and assume that 
E has a neighbourhood basis of  (n-3)-complete  open sets 4. Then E is removable. 

Now we will show that, i f  M1 . . . . .  Mk are the connected components of  M, 
each Mj does in fact admit a neighbourhood basis of  (n-3)-complete  open sets. 

Let 61=0, 62=0, 63=0 be equations of  Mj ,  with 61, Q2, 63 being real-valued 
functions of  class ~2 in an open neighbourhood U of  My, such that 061 ^ 062 n O6a ~ 0 
at every point of  Mj .  Let q~--6~ + 622 + 63.~ Then one can verify (cf. [3]) that ~o is 
strongly (n-3)-plurisubharmonic in an open neighbourhood U ' c  U of  M i ,  from 
which it follows that Mj has the asserted property (cf. I11]). 

Hence M has a neighbourhood basis of  (n-3)-complete  open sets and the 
desired conclusion follows at once from the result recalled at the beginning. 

Q.e.d. 

Next let us consider a generic CR-manifold M of  dimension 2 n - 2 .  
The theorem below generalizes to an arbitrary domain D a result previously 

obtained by J6ricke [4] for the case that D is ~f2-bounded and strongly pseudo- 
convex. 

Theorem 4. Let D and S be as in Definition 1.2 and let S = M be a non-bounded 
(2n-2)-dimensional generic CR-manifold o f  class of 2 embedded in C ~ (not necessarily 
closed in C~). 

Then M is locally removable at each point. 

Proof. We shall resort to the following result on removability, which is proved 
in [6] in a more general setting: Let D and E be as in Definition 1.1 and assume 
that E admits a neighbourhood basis q / o f  relatively compact ( n -  2)-complete open 
sets such that, for each UEa// the homomorphism HI(U,  ~ ) ~ H ~ ( C  n, ~) induced 
by inclusion is injective. 5 Then E is removable. 

We recall that an open set g2cC n is called q-complete (O~-q~-n- 1) if there is an exhaustion 
function of class Cg~u: I2-,-R such that the Levi form of u has at each point at least n - q  positive 
eigenvalues. Such a function is called strongly q-plurisubharmonic. 

6 For n_~3, since H2c(C n, dg)=0, the last condition is simply that H2c(U, ~)=0. 
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Let z be an arbitrarily fixed point of M and let QI=0, q3=0 be local equa- 
tions of M near z, with 0~ and 02 being real-valued functions of class (d z in an open 
neighbourhood U of z, such that O0~^00z~0 at every point of Uc~M. Let 

Z 2 go = ~o~+ Oz. Then, after shrinking U, go is strongly (n-2)-plurisubharmonic on U 
(cf. [31). 

Now let r, R be small positive real numbers with r<R and R such that 
B~(z, R ) c U  and Mc~B,(z, R) is compact. Let 

E = Mc~ ~n(Z, r). 

We may assume that b D \ E  is connected, provided r is small enough. We shall 
prove that E is removable. 

Let p be a (d ~ strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function on Bn(z, R) 
such that 

~ , ( ~ ,  r) = {p  <_- o}  

and let {go*}v~N be a sequence of c6~* strongly (n-2)-plurisubharmonic functions 
on a neighbourhood of i~,(z, R) such that 

1 
max I g o - r  < ~ W e N .  

~.(z, a) (v + 1) ~ ' 

The possibility of considering such a sequence arises from the fact that, since 
go is strongly (n-2)-plurisubharmonic in a neighbourhood of Bn(Z, R), any cd~* 
function which approximates uniformly go together with the first and second order 
derivatives on Bn(z, R) is also strongly (n-2)-plurisubharmonic on a neighbourhood 
of Bn(z, R), provided the approximation is close enough. 

Then, for each yEN, let us set 

u~ = ~ + T  P - T  " 

1 
Since gov is bounded from below by (v+l )4 ,  uv is a cd*" strongly (n-2)-  

plurisubharmonic exhaustion function on B,(z, R); moreover one can verify that 

and 
{u~ < 0}DD {u~+l < 0}, WEN 

E = N ~ N  {u~ < 0}. 

Now, if we set Uv={uv<0 } for each yEN, the family aY={U,}vc N is a neigh- 
bourhood basis of E of (n-2)-complete open sets such that the homomorphisms 
H~(U,, ~ O)~H~(B,(z, R), 0), yEN induced by inclusion are injective (cf. [6, Proof 
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o f  T h e o r e m  2.3]). Since a lso  the  h o m o m o r p h i s m  H~(Bn(z, R), r  d~) in-  

duced  by  inc lus ion is injective,  we conclude ,  by  the  resul t  on  r emovab i l i t y  recal led  

a t  the  beginning  o f  the  p roof ,  t ha t  E is removable .  

Q.e .d .  
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